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Abstract
Automating Cross-lingual Science Journalism
(CSJ) aims to generate popular science sum-
maries from English scientific texts for non-
expert readers in their local language. We in-
troduce CSJ as a downstream task of text sim-
plification and cross-lingual scientific summa-
rization to facilitate science journalists’ work.
We analyze the performance of possible ex-
isting solutions as baselines for the CSJ task.
Based on these findings, we propose to com-
bine the three components - SELECT, SIMPLIFY
and REWRITE (SSR) to produce cross-lingual
simplified science summaries for non-expert
readers. Our empirical evaluation on the
WIKIPEDIA dataset shows that SSR significantly
outperforms the baselines for the CSJ task and
can serve as a strong baseline for future work.
We also perform an ablation study investigat-
ing the impact of individual components of SSR.
Further, we analyze the performance of SSR on
a high-quality, real-world CSJ dataset with hu-
man evaluation and in-depth analysis, demon-
strating the superior performance of SSR for
CSJ.

1 Introduction

Cross-lingual Science Journalism (CSJ) produces
popular science stories1 from English scientific
texts for non-expert readers in their local language.
CSJ focuses on simultaneously reducing linguistic
complexity and length of the original text. Au-
tomating CSJ can facilitate science journalists in
their work for writing popular science stories. A
real-world example of CSJ is Spektrum der Wis-
senschaft (SPEKTRUM)2. It is a popular monthly
science magazine, the German version of Scientific
American. The magazine is considered a bridge
between scientific literature and the non-expert pub-
lic.
Our work is initiated by a collaboration with SPEK-

1We quote stories and summaries interchangeably in this work.
2https://www.spektrum.de/

Target: ein mädchen aus südafrika lebt seit neun jahren mit
einer hiv-infektion, ohne den erreger mit medikamenten kon-
trollieren zu müssen. das berichteten fachleute um avy violari
von der university of the witwatersrand in johannesburg auf
einer konferenz in paris. [...]
Translation: a girl from south africa has been living with
an hiv infection for nine years without having to control the
pathogen with medication. this is what experts around avy vi-
olari from the university of the witwatersrand in johannesburg
reported at a conference in paris. [...]

mBART: das kind, das fiziert wird mit dem hi-virus bei der
geburt, ist die geburtsache für das infizieren des virus bei
der geburt. die infektion des ungeborenen kindes mit dem hiv
wird als latente hiv-infektion bezeichnet. die ursache für die
erkrankung ist noch ungeklärt.
Translation: the child who is <UNK> with the hi virus at
birth is the <UNK> for infecting the virus at birth. the infec-
tion of the unborn child with hiv is referred to as latent hiv
infection. the cause of the disease is still unclear.

SSR: ein neunjähriges kind, das ohne behandlung mit einer
antiretroviralen therapie die welt retten kann, ist eine person,
die eine hiv-infektion überlebt hat. das berichtet eine arbeits-
gruppe um avy violari in der fachzeitschrift proceedings of
the national allergy and infectious diseases institute. [...]
Translation: a nine-year-old child who can save the world
without treatment with antiretroviral therapy is a person who
survived hiv infection. this is reported by a working group
led by avy violari in the specialist journal proceedings of the
national allergy and infectious diseases institute. [...]

Source fragment: a nine-year-old infected with hiv at birth
has spent most of their life without needing any treatment, say
doctors in south africa. the child, whose identity is being pro-
tected, was given a burst of treatment shortly after birth. they
have since been off drugs for eight-and-a-half years without
symptoms or signs of active virus. [...]

Table 1: A random example from the SPEKTRUM dataset:
English Source text and German Target summary that is writ-
ten by a SPEKTRUM journalist. The following sections con-
tain output summaries of fine-tuned mBART and SSR. Incor-
rect words refer to non-existent German words produced by
the model. Unfaithful information represents the words or
phrases generated by the model that is not present in the actual
input text. The summaries are translated via Google Translate.

TRUM, where journalists have been writing pop-
ular science stories in German for decades. Ta-
ble 1 presents an example of a SPEKTRUM article-
summary pair, where the German summary is writ-
ten by a science journalist. Upon textual analysis
of the SPEKTRUM dataset, we find that SPEKTRUM

journalists’ stories are distinct from regular scien-
tific texts for the following properties. They are
popular science stories and are much more concise
than the original articles. The stories have less com-
plex words and technical terms while having local
collocations. These stories are cross-lingual.
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A few researchers have studied Monolingual Sci-
ence Journalism (MSJ) (Louis and Nenkova, 2013b;
Dangovski et al., 2021) as a summarization task. In
summarization, some efforts have also been made
towards monolingual (Cohan et al., 2018; Dan-
govski et al., 2019; Cachola et al., 2020) and cross-
lingual (Ouyang et al., 2019; Fatima and Strube,
2021) scientific summarization. Our preliminary in-
vestigation also adopts existing cross-lingual sum-
marization (CLS) models to explore CSJ following
the MSJ’s steps. Since these models focus only on
summary generation, these summaries still need to
be simplified for non-expert readers. Therefore, we
propose CSJ as a downstream task of text simplifi-
cation and cross-lingual scientific summarization to
generate a coherent cross-lingual popular science
story.
We analyze the workflow of SPEKTRUM’s journal-
ists to develop a solution for the CSJ task. They
read complex English scientific articles and mark
the essential facts, make them straightforward for
non-expert readers, and then write a coherent story
in German. Influenced by this, we propose to com-
bine the three components - SELECT, SIMPLIFY

and REWRITE (SSR) for exploring CSJ. We follow
the divide-and-conquer approach to design SSR so
that each component is responsible for only one
task. It makes SSR manageable, flexible and inno-
vative as we can train individual components and
modify/replace them without affecting the SSR’s
information flow. Table 1 also presents the out-
put generated by fine-tuned mBART and SSR. We
believe that SSR is the first step towards the automa-
tion of CSJ, and it can assist science journalists in
their work and open up further directions.

Contributions

1. We introduce Cross-lingual Science Journal-
ism (CSJ) as a downstream task of cross-
lingual scientific summarization and text sim-
plification targeting non-expert readers.

2. To solve CSJ, we develop a pipeline compris-
ing the three components - SELECT, SIM-
PLIFY and REWRITE (SSR) for producing
popular German summaries from English sci-
entific texts.

3. We empirically evaluate the performance of
SSR against several existing CLS models on
the WIKIPEDIA dataset with various evalua-
tion metrics. We also analyze ablated SSR

models to examine the significance of each

component.
4. We evaluate SSR’s performance on the SPEK-

TRUM dataset with human judgments and var-
ious statistical features to analyze them lin-
guistically.

2 Related Work

2.1 Science Journalism
Louis and Nenkova (2013a,b) investigate MSJ for
the writing quality of New York Times science sto-
ries by dividing them into three coarse levels of
writing quality: clear, interesting and beautiful or
well-structured. They also analyze general features
of discourse organization and sentence structure.
Barel-Ben David et al. (2020) examine the public’s
interactions with scientific news written by early-
career scientists by capturing various features. The
authors collect a dataset of 150 science news writ-
ten by 50 scientists from two websites: Mako and
Ynet. Dangovski et al. (2021) consider MSJ as ab-
stractive summarization and story generation. They
collect scientific papers and Science Daily press re-
leases and apply sequence-to-sequence (S2S) mod-
els for generating summaries. These studies are
limited in their scope and consider only monolin-
gual texts, thus cannot be used for CSJ.

2.2 Simplification
Mostly, simplification is explored on the word and
sentence level. Coster and Kauchak (2011) con-
struct a parallel dataset from Wikipedia and simple
Wikipedia for sentence-level simplification. Kim
et al. (2016b) develop a parallel corpus of scientific
publications and simple Wikipedia for lexical-level
simplification. Laban et al. (2021) build a system to
solve the simplification of multi-sentence text with-
out the need for parallel corpora. Their approach
is based on a reinforcement learning model to opti-
mize the rewards for simplicity, fluency, salience
and guardrails. Recently, Ermakova et al. (2022)
introduced the task of science simplification at
CLEF2022 to address these challenges.

2.3 Scientific Summarization
Monolingual. Many researchers have developed
scientific summarization datasets by collecting on-
line scientific resources such as ArXiv, PubMed
and Medline (Kim et al., 2016a; Nikolov et al.,
2018; Cohan et al., 2018), Science Daily (Dan-
govski et al., 2019), the ACL anthology net-
work (Yasunaga et al., 2019), scientific blogs (Vada-
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palli et al., 2018b,a), BBC (Narayan et al., 2018)
and Open Review (Cachola et al., 2020). These
datasets are further used for developing extrac-
tive (Parveen and Strube, 2015; Xiao and Carenini,
2019; Dong et al., 2021), abstractive (Zhang et al.,
2020a; Huang et al., 2021) and hybrid (Liu and
Lapata, 2019; Pilault et al., 2020) models. Unfortu-
nately, all these studies are limited to monolingual
summarization (MS) and extreme summarization,
and we cannot adopt them for CSJ.
Cross-lingual. For scientific CLS, most studies use
monolingual datasets with two popular pipelines:
Translate-then-Summarize (TRANS-SUM) (Ouyang
et al., 2019) and Summarize-then-Translate (SUM-
TRANS) (Zhu et al., 2019, 2020). These pipelines
adopt machine translation (MT) and MS models
to get the cumulative effect of CLS. Recently, a
multilingual dataset - WikiLingua is created from
WikiHow text (Ladhak et al., 2020). The authors
collect parallel data in different languages from
WikiHow, which describes the instructions for solv-
ing a task. The nature of this dataset makes it
unsuitable for science journalism or scientific sum-
marization. Aumiller and Gertz (2022) create a
German dataset for joint summarization and simpli-
fication tasks for children or dyslexic readers from
the German children’s encyclopedia “Klexikon”.
Unfortunately, this dataset does not fit in our con-
text. Takeshita et al. (2022) construct a synthetic
dataset for cross-lingual extreme summarization
of scientific papers. The extreme summarization
task maps the abstract/content of a scientific paper
to the one-line summary, which is quite different
from the CSJ task. Fatima and Strube (2021) col-
lect a CLS dataset from Wikipedia Science Portal
for the English-German language pair and a small
high-quality science magazine dataset from SPEK-
TRUM. To the best of our knowledge, these scien-
tific datasets (Fatima and Strube, 2021) are the best
suitable option for our task.

3 Select, Simplify and Rewrite (SSR)

3.1 Overview
The architecture of SSR3 consists of three compo-
nents, SELECT, SIMPLIFY and REWRITE. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates SSR’s information flow among the
components. SELECT accepts English source text
as input and selects the most salient sentences of
the given text from different sections. SIMPLIFY
receives these selected sentences as its input and
3https://github.com/MehwishFatimah/SSR

generates a linguistically simplified version of the
given input in English. Then these selected and
simplified sentences are passed to REWRITE at the
encoder as an input, and the target summary of the
source text is given at the decoder as a reference.
Finally, REWRITE generates a German output sum-
mary.
Plug-and-Play. We apply a divide-and-conquer ap-
proach to break down the task into manageable
components. We divide cross-lingual scientific
summarization into two further components: mono-
lingual scientific summarization and cross-lingual
abstractive summarization. Here we discuss the ra-
tionale behind it before discussing its components.
(1) Scientific Discourse. For the scientific text,
summarization models should include the salient
information in summary from all sections because
the pivotal content is spread over the entire text,
following an “hourglass” structure (see Figure A.1
in Appendix A). The existing models accept only
lead tokens from the source while discarding the
rest. Initially, the models were built with mostly
news datasets, which follow an “inverted pyramid”
structure, so this conventional method is reliable
for news but ineffective for scientific texts.
(2) Text length. The average length of scientific
texts is 4900 words in the ArXiv dataset, 3000
words in the PubMed dataset and 2337 words in the
Spektrum dataset (Fatima and Strube, 2021). Even
recently, there has been a significant gap between
the average and accepted input lengths by tradi-
tional models (max. 500 tokens) and pre-trained
models (max. 2048 tokens) such as BART, GPT,
etc. Longer texts often lead to model degradation
resulting in hallucination and factual inconsisten-
cies (Maynez et al., 2020). So, the recent language
models are still struggling to handle sizable docu-
ments (Jin et al., 2020).
We aim to deal with all these challenges by develop-
ing SSR for CSJ. With the SSR architecture, we can
say that SSR is a proficient, adaptable and conve-
nient plug-and-play application where components
can be modified or exchanged without affecting the
information flow.

3.2 Architecture

3.2.1 Select

SELECT in SSR is responsible for selecting the
salient sentences from sections. We define the sec-
tion based on the structure of the text, e.g., intro-
duction, materials and methods, results, discussion,
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Figure 1: From the bottom left, the English input text is passed to the first component - SELECT. SELECT extracts the salient
sentences from the input. These selected sentences are forwarded to the second component - SIMPLIFY, which reduces the
linguistic complexity of the given text. Then the selected and simplified text is given to the third component - REWRITE that
accepts this transformed input at the encoder and its German reference summary at the decoder to generate a cross-lingual
summary at the bottom right.

and conclusion. We apply HIPORANK (HR) (Dong
et al., 2021) as SELECT, which is a hierarchical
discourse model for scientific summarization. Here
we discuss the details of SELECT (HR).
Graph-based Ranking. It takes a document as a
graph G= (V,E), where V is the set of sentences
and E is the set of relations between sentences. A
directed edge eij from sentence vj to sentence vi
is weighted by a (cosine) similarity score:

wij= f(sim(vi, vj))

where f is an additional weight function.
Hierarchical Connections. A hierarchical graph
is created upon sections and sentences for intra-
sectional (local) and inter-sectional (global) hierar-
chies. The asymmetric edge weights are calculated
on the hierarchical graph. The asymmetric edge
weighting works on boundary functions at sentence
and section levels to find important sentences.
Similarity of Pairs. Before calculating asym-
metric edge weights over boundaries, a sentence-
sentence pair similarity sim(vIj , v

I
i ) and a section-

sentence pair similarity sim(vJ , vIi ) are computed
with cosine similarity with various vector represen-
tations. However, these similarity scores cannot
capture salience well, so asymmetric edge weights
are calculated and injected over intra-section and
inter-section connections.
Asymmetric edge weighting over sentences. To
find important sentences near the boundaries, a sen-
tence boundary function (sb) computes scores over
sentences (vIi ) in a section I:

sb(v
I
i ) = min(xI

i , α(n
I − xI

i )) (1)

where nI is the number of sentences in section I

and xIi represents sentence ith position in the sec-

tion I. α is a hyper-parameter that controls the rel-
ative importance of the start or end of a section or
document. The sentence boundary function allows
integration of directionality in edges and weighing
edges differently based upon their occurrence with
a more/less important sentence in the same section
(see Appendix B.1).
Asymmetric edge weighting over sections. A
section boundary function (db) computes the im-
portance of a section (vI ) to reflect that sections
near a document’s boundaries are more important:

db(v
I) = min(xI , α(N − xI)) (2)

where N is the number of sections in the document
and xI represents section T th position in the docu-
ment. The section boundary function enables inject-
ing asymmetric edge weighting wJI

i section edges
(see Appendix B.1). The boundary functions (1)
and (2) naturally prevent redundancy because sim-
ilar sentences have different boundary positional
scores.
Overall Importance. It is computed as the
weighted sum of local and global centrality scores
(see Appendix B.1) where µ is an inter-section cen-
trality weighting factor.

c(vIi ) = µ · cinter(vIi ) + cintra(v
I
i )

Generation. A summary is generated by greedy
extraction of sentences with the highest importance
scores. These extracted sentences are then for-
warded to the next component in SSR.

3.2.2 Simplify

The next component in the SSR pipeline is SIM-
PLIFY that aims to reduce the linguistic complexity
of the given text from SELECT. We adopt KEEP-IT-
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SIMPLE (KIS) (Laban et al., 2021) as SIMPLIFY, a
reinforcement learning syntactic and lexical simpli-
fication model. It has four components: simplicity,
fluency, salience and guardrails that are trained
together for the reward maximization. Here, we
discuss the components of SIMPLIFY (KIS).
Simplicity. It is computed at syntactic and lexi-
cal levels: Sscore is calculated by Flesch Kincaid
Grade Level (FKGL) with linear approximation, and
Lscore is computed with the input paragraph (W1)
and the output paragraph (W2) as follows:

Lscore(W1,W2) =

[
1−∆Z(W1,W2)−c

c

]+

where ∆Z(W1,W2) (see Appendix B.2) is the aver-
age Zipf frequency of inserted and deleted words,
clipped between 0 and 1 (denoted as [·]+), and c is
a median value to target Zipf shift in the Lscore.
Fluency. It consists of a GPT-based Language
Model (LM) generator and a ROBERTA-based dis-
criminator. The fluency score is computed with a
likelihood of the original paragraph (LM(p)) and
the generated output (LM(q)):

LMscore(p, q) =

[
1−LM(p)−LM(q)

λ

]+

where λ is a trainable hyperparameter (see Ap-
pendix B.2). As LMscore is static and determinis-
tic, a dynamic discriminator is trained jointly with
the generator for the dynamic adaption of the flu-
ency score. The ROBERTA-based discriminator is a
classifier with two labels: 1=authentic paragraphs
and 0 = generator outputs. The discriminator is
trained on the training buffer. The discriminator
score is computed on the probability that a para-
graph (q) is authentic:

DScore(q) = pdisc(Y = 1|X = q)

where X denotes the input and Y is the output
probability.
Salience. It is based on a transformer-based cover-
age model trained to look at the generated text and
answer fill-in-the-blank questions about the origi-
nal text. Its score is based on the model’s accuracy:
the more filled results in relevant content and the
higher score. All non-stop words are masked, as
the task expects most of the original text should be
recoverable.
Guardrails. The two guardrails - brevity and inac-
curacy are pattern-based binary scores to improve
the generation. The brevity ensures the similar
lengths of the original paragraph (L1) and gener-

ated paragraph (L2). The brevity is defined as com-
pression: C = L2/L1 where the passing range
of C is Cmin ≤ C ≤ Cmax. The inaccuracy is
a Named Entity Recognition (NER) model for ex-
tracting entities from the original paragraph (E1)
and the output paragraph (E2). It triggers if an en-
tity present in E2 is not in E1.
Training. It trains on a variation of Self-Critical Se-
quence Training (SCST) named k-SCST, so the loss
is redefined for conditional generation probability:

L =

k∑

j=1

R̄S −RSj
N∑

i=0

log p(wSj
i |wSj

<i, P )

where k is the number of sampled candidates, and
RSj and R̄S denote the candidate and sampled mean
rewards, P is the input paragraph and N is the
number of generated words. All these components
are jointly optimized by using the product of all
components as the total reward.
SIMPLIFY accepts the input from SELECT and
generates simplified text of that as its output. This
simplified text is then given to the next component.

3.2.3 Rewrite
The last component of SSR is REWRITE, which
is a cross-lingual abstractive summarizer. It ac-
cepts the output of SIMPLIFY at the encoder as
an input and the reference summary at the decoder
as a target. REWRITE aims to learn cross-lingual
mappings and compression patterns to produce a
cross-lingual summary of the given text. We adopt
mBART (Liu et al., 2020) as REWRITE, which con-
sists of 12 stacked layers at the encoder and de-
coder. Here we discuss three main components of
REWRITE (mBART).
Self-attention. Every layer of the encoder and de-
coder has its own self-attention, consisting of keys,
values, and queries from the same sequence.

A(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
Q ·KT

√
dk

) · V

where Q is a query, KT is transposed K (key) and
V is the value. All parallel attentions are concate-
nated to generate multi-head attention scaled with
a weight matrix W .

MH(Q,K, V ) = Concat(A1, · · · , Ah) ·WO

Cross-attention. The cross-attention is the atten-
tion between the encoder and decoder, which gives
the decoder a weight distribution at each step, in-
dicating the importance of each input token in the
current context.
Conditional Generation. The model accepts an
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input text x= (x1, · · · , xn) and generates a sum-
mary y=(y1, · · · , ym). The generation probability
of y is conditioned on x and trainable parameters
θ:

p(y|x, θ) =
m∏

t=1

p(yt|y<t, x, θ)

3.3 Training
We train all models with Pytorch, Hugging Face
and Apex libraries4. SELECT is a readily available
model, while SIMPLIFY and REWRITE are trained
independently.
SIMPLIFY. For KIS, we initialize the GPT-2-
medium model with the Adam optimizer at a learn-
ing rate of 10−6, a batch size of 4 and k = 4. We
initialize ROBERTA-base with the Adam optimizer
at a learning rate of 10−5 and a batch size of 4. The
KIS model takes 14 days for training5.
REWRITE. We fine-tune mBART-large-50 for a
maximum of 30 epochs. We use a batch size of 4, a
learning rate (LR) of 5e−5, and 100 warm-up steps
to avoid over-fitting the fine-tuned model. We use
the Adam optimizer (beta1 = 0.9, beta2 = 0.99,
ϵ = 1e−08) with LR linearly decayed LR scheduler.
During decoding, we use the maximum length of
200 tokens with a beam size of 4. The encoder lan-
guage is set to English, and the decoder language
is German. mBART takes 6 days for fine-tuning5.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
WIKIPEDIA is collected from the Wikipedia Sci-
ence Portal for English-German science arti-
cles (Fatima and Strube, 2021). It consists of mono-
lingual and cross-lingual parts. We use only the
cross-lingual part of this dataset. It contains 50,132
English articles (1572 words) paired with German
summaries (100 words).
SPEKTRUM is a high-quality real-world dataset col-
lected from Spektrum der Wissenschaft (Fatima
and Strube, 2021). It covers various topics in di-
verse science fields: astronomy, biology, chemistry,
archaeology, mathematics, physics, etc. It has 1510
English articles (2337 words) and German sum-
maries (361 words).
We use WIKIPEDIA with a split of 80-10-10 for ex-
periments, while SPEKTRUM is used for zero-shot
adaptability as a case study.
4https://pytorch.org/, https://huggingface.co/,
https://github.com/NVIDIA/apex

5On a single Tesla P40 GPU with 24GB memory.

4.2 Baselines

We define extractive and abstractive baselines with
diverse experimental settings: (1) four EXT-TRANS

models: LEAD, TEXTRANK (TRANK) (Mihalcea
and Tarau, 2004), ORACLE (Nallapati et al., 2017),
HR with SENTENCE-BERT (SB)6 (Dong et al.,
2021), (2) three scratch-trained CLS models: LSTM

& attention-based sequence-to-sequence (S2S),
pointer generator network (PGN), transformer-
based encoder-decoder (TRF) (Fatima and Strube,
2021), and (3) three fine-tuned models: mT5 (Xue
et al., 2021), mBART (Liu et al., 2020) and
LongFormer-based encoder-decoder (LED) (Belt-
agy et al., 2020). The training parameters of all
baselines are discussed in Appendix C.

4.3 Metrics

We evaluate all models with three metrics: (1)
ROUGE (Lin, 2004) - R1 and R2 compute the uni-
and bi-gram overlaps to assess the relevance, and
RL computes the longest common sub-sequence be-
tween reference and system summaries to find the
fluency. (2) BERT-score (BS) (Zhang et al., 2020b)
captures faraway dependencies using contextual
embeddings to compute the relevance. (3) Flesch
Kincaid Reading Ease (FRE) (Kincaid et al., 1975)
computes text readability with the average sentence
length and the average number of syllables.
We also perform a human evaluation to compare
SSR and mBART outputs. Human evaluation of
long cross-lingual scientific text is quite challeng-
ing because it requires bi-lingual annotators with
some scientific background.

5 Wikipedia Results

All the results are the average of five runs for each
model. We report the F-score of ROUGE and BS,
and FRE of all models on WIKIPEDIA in Table 2.
The first block includes the EXT-TRANS baselines,
the second and third blocks present direct CLS and
fine-tuned models, and the last block includes the
different variations of SSR models.
From Table 2, we find that all EXT-TRANS mod-
els perform quite similarly considering ROUGE, BS

and FRE. The extractive models select the sen-
tences from the original given text, due to which
these summaries can have linguistically complex
text (hard readability) as confirmed by their FRE

6We apply four embeddings with HR: RANDOM (RD), BIOMED
(BM), SENTENCE-BERT (SB) and PACSUM (PS) to find the
best one.
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Model R1 R2 RL BS FRE

EXT-TRANS
LEAD 18.90 2.68 12.40 64.28 22.11
TRANK 17.83 2.25 11.59 63.81 24.45
ORACLE 19.63 2.78 12.49 64.30 25.19
HR 18.09 2.25 11.52 63.75 25.18

CLS
S2S 18.37 4.04 16.55 52.76 25.14
PGN 20.72 3.79 18.68 55.67 26.56
TRF 21.61 4.37 18.10 60.95 29.75

FINE-TUNED
mT5 24.57 7.66 18.34 68.40 40.18
LED 15.35 4.57 14.39 63.89 23.66
mBART 27.02 8.93 20.46 70.16 42.23

OURS
SIM+RE
mBART 27.65 6.65 18.35 70.34 46.05
SEL+RE
TRANK 26.70 8.60 20.06 70.07 38.15
ORACLE 29.27 10.11 21.89 70.99† 40.11
HR 28.50 9.71 21.85 70.47 44.52
SEL+SIM+RE
mT5 26.74 10.25 21.63 69.52 45.57
LED 17.25 6.58 14.99 65.32 27.23

SSR 30.07† 12.60† 24.14† 70.45 50.45†

Table 2: WIKIPEDIA results for baselines, SSR and the analysis
of its components. † denotes significant improvements for a
p-value (p<.001).

scores.
For direct CLS models in Table 2, TRF performs
better than PGN and S2S for ROUGE, BS and FRE.
Interestingly, FRE scores are similar to EXT-TRANS

models. One reason behind the low scores for PGN

and S2S is that these models use restricted size vo-
cabulary, due to which <UNK> tokens are present
in the outputs. Moreover, the PGN model heav-
ily relies on the coverage of the given text, due to
which the FRE score is low.
For fine-tuned models in Table 2, mBART performs
the best in this group, mT5’s performance is also
good, however, LED performs quite low. We also
run LED with 2048 tokens for the encoder, resulting
in much worse performance. We infer that longer
inputs of lead tokens are not helpful for scientific
summarization. These models produce easier read-
ability outputs except LED. As these models are
pre-trained with large-size datasets, we infer that
these models have latent simplification properties.
Comparing the performance of the best baseline
with our model from Table 2, SSR outperforms
mBART by a wide margin for ROUGE, BS and FRE.
We infer that transforming input texts by SELECT
and SIMPLIFY components helps SSR learn better
contextual representations.
We compute the statistical significance of the re-
sults with the Mann-Whitney two-tailed test for a

Model R1 R2 RL BS FRE

CLS
S2S 16.47 3.42 11.87 44.01 24.55
PGN 18.64 3.83 15.65 46.89 25.86
TRF 20.81 4.19 17.54 46.87 28.88

FINE-TUNED
mT5 11.13 0.88 8.03 59.57 38.92
LED 1.98 0.10 1.29 50.65 29.31
mBART 16.16 1.48 9.54 62.61 39.38

OURS
SSR 23.24† 5.28† 15.56 64.90† 43.14†

Table 3: SPEKTRUM results for baselines and SSR on where †
denotes significant improvements for a p-value (p<.001).

p-value (p < .001) against the fine-tuned models.
These results indicate a significant improvement in
performance.

5.1 Component Analysis

Table 2 also shows the performance of ablated
models. SIM+RE denotes the model without SE-
LECT, resulting in a significant decrease in perfor-
mance for ROUGE and and FRE as compared to SSR

but maintaining the performance for BS. SEL+RE
refers to the model without SIMPLIFY, also result-
ing in a notable drop in performance ROUGE and
FRE as compared to SSR, while showing similar per-
formance for BS. Overall, the complete SSR model
(last row) demonstrates that all three components
are necessary to generate good-quality simplified
cross-lingual stories.
Component Replacement. We also explore the
behavior of SSR by component replacement with
their counterparts.
For SELECT, we replace HR with TRANK and OR-
ACLE to compare their performances. Interest-
ingly, ORACLE shows slightly higher performance
as compared to HR. We manually analyzed the out-
puts of HR and ORACLE. We find that the HR model
(in some examples) changes the order of sentences
according to the importance score calculation of
the section. We infer that it is the reason for the
slightly low performance of HR. Overall, these re-
sults indicate the importance of SELECT.
For SIMPLIFY, we could not find any comparable
paragraph-based simplification model as a replace-
ment for KIS.
For REWRITE, we replace mBART with mT5 and
LED to compare their performances. Overall, the
performance of all models improves as compared to
fine-tuned models. However, SSR performs higher
than mT5 and LED.
In summary, these replacements demonstrate the
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Model F (α) R (α) S (α) O (α)

mBART 3.08 (0.52) 1.74 (0.61) 3.65 (0.60) 2.31 (0.53)
SSR 3.95 (0.62) 3.27 (0.74) 3.83 (0.78) 3.49 (0.57)

Table 4: Human evaluation on SPEKTRUM: the average scores
for each linguistic property (Krippendorff’s α), F refers to
Fluency, R is Relevance, S refers to Simplicity, and O is overall
ranking.

resilience and robustness of SSR with intact infor-
mation flow.

6 Spektrum Results

Table 3 presents the F-score of ROUGE and BS, and
FRE of baselines and SSR on SPEKTRUM (average
of 5 runs). The SSR model performs quite well
on the SPEKTRUM set. We find a similar perfor-
mance pattern among the models for the SPEK-
TRUM dataset. However, these results are lower
than those on the WIKIPEDIA test set because these
models are trained on the WIKIPEDIA training and
validation sets.
Table 3 shows the SPEKTRUM dataset results.
mBART performs best among the baselines. How-
ever, SSR outperforms all the baselines. We test the
statistical significance of the results with the Mann-
Whitney two-tailed test for a p-value (p < .001)
against the fine-tuned models. These results in-
dicate a significant improvement in performance.
These results exhibit the superior performance of
SSR.

6.1 Human Evaluation

We hired five annotators and provide them with 25
randomly selected outputs (of each model) from
SSR and mBART with their original texts and gold
references. We asked the annotators to evaluate
each document for three linguistic properties on a
Likert scale from 1 to 5. The judges were asked
to rank the overall summary compared to the gold
summary (see Appendix D for the guidelines). The
first five samples were used for resolving the anno-
tator’s conflicts, while the rest of the annotations
were done independently.
We compute the average scores and inter-rater re-
liability using Krippendorff’s α7 over 20 samples,
excluding the first five examples. Table 4 presents
the results of human evaluation. We find that the
SSR outputs are significantly higher ranked than
mBART for fluency, relevance, simplicity and over-
all ranking.

7https://pypi.org/project/krippendorff/.

6.2 Readability Analysis
We further extend the readability analysis (Blaneck
et al., 2022) to investigate the similarities and differ-
ences between the references and outputs. For all
graphs, Text represents English documents, Gold
is German references, FT is mBART and SSR is SSR

outputs.

Text Gold FT SSR
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Figure 2: Distribution of lexical diversity. For HDD and MTLD
↑ score is better.

6.2.1 Lexical Diversity
Hypergeometric Distribution Diversity (HDD) (Mc-
Carthy and Jarvis, 2007) and Measure of Textual
Lexical Diversity (MTLD) (McCarthy, 2005) calcu-
late lexical richness with no impact of text length.
Figure 2 shows that gold summaries have higher
lexical diversity, while both system summaries are
slightly lower. These results indicate that the sys-
tem summaries are not as lexically diverse as the
gold references and are similar to the text.

6.2.2 Readability Index
Coleman Liau Index (CLI) computes the score us-
ing sentences and letters (Coleman and Liau, 1975).
CLI does not consider syllables for computing the
score. Linsear Write Formula (LWF) takes a sample
of 100 words and computes easy (≤2 syllables) and
hard words (≥3 syllables) scores (Plavén-Sigray
et al., 2017). In Figure 3, CLI indicates that gold
and output summaries are difficult to read com-
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Figure 3: Distribution of readability scores. For CLI ↓ score is
better. For LWF ↑ score is better.

pared to texts, and mBART outputs are the most
difficult. However, LWF demonstrates that gold
and SSR outputs are the easiest among all8. The
difference in results with LWF and CLI is due to the
difference in features used for calculation. Cumu-
latively, both scores indicate that SSR summaries
are easier to read than texts.

6.2.3 Density Distribution
Word density (WD) and sentence density (SD) mea-
sure how much information is carried in a word
and a sentence. Word and sentence densities are
correlated and can be a language function. Fig-
ure 4 shows that mBART produces dense sentences,
while word densities of SSR are slightly higher. Sur-
prisingly, English texts have higher word density,
even though German is famous for its inflections
and compound words, suggesting that English texts
are harder to read.

6.3 Summary
We summarize the overall performance of SSR on
the SPEKTRUM dataset. The results of ROUGE, BS

and FRE show that SSR outperforms all the base-
lines for CSJ. We further investigate it with in-
depth analysis based on the human evaluation and
readability analysis that indicate the good linguis-
8Recommended score=70−80 for an average adult reader.
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Figure 4: Distribution of density scores. For WD and SD ↓
score is better.

tic properties of SSR outputs. We present some
random example outputs of SSR and mBART in
Appendix E.

7 Conclusions

We propose to study Cross-lingual Science Jour-
nalism (CSJ) as a downstream task of text simplifi-
cation and cross-lingual scientific summarization.
Automating CSJ aims to produce popular cross-
lingual summaries of English scientific texts for
non-expert readers. We develop a pipeline compris-
ing the three components - SELECT, SIMPLIFY
and REWRITE (SSR) as a benchmark for CSJ. Our
empirical evaluation shows that SSR outperforms
all baselines by wide margins on WIKIPEDIA and
achieves good performance on SPEKTRUM. We
further explore the ablated models with compo-
nent replacements, demonstrating the resilience
and robustness of the SSR application. We con-
duct a human evaluation of the SPEKTRUM outputs,
indicating its good linguistic properties, further af-
firmed by readability analysis. We plan for joint
training of SIMPLIFY and REWRITE models for
CSJ as future work.

8 Limitations

We investigated CSJ with SELECT, SIMPLIFY and
REWRITE. We adopted HIPORANK as SELECT be-
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cause it is a lightweight, unsupervised model that
extracts a summary in a discourse-aware manner.
However, when we replaced it with other extractive
models during the component analysis, we found
no significant difference in overall performance.
We adopted KEEP-IT-SIMPLE for SIMPLIFY be-
cause it facilitates paragraph simplification. We
found the model is quite heavy, making it slow dur-
ing training. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no paragraph-based simplification model we could
explore in component replacement.
The choice among various pre-trained models for
REWRITE was quite challenging, as all these mod-
els are variations of transformer-based architec-
tures. So we adopted the latest three SOTA mod-
els, which are efficient and effective summariza-
tion models. We also trained the vanilla sequence-
to-sequence model, pointer-generator model and
transformer as our baselines to provide sufficient
variations of SOTA models. We found mBART is
more promising performance-wise in our experi-
ments. However, its training time is also slow for
our datasets due to longer inputs.

9 Ethical Consideration

Reproducibility. We discussed all relevant param-
eters, training details, and hardware information in
§ 3.3.
Performance Validity. We proposed an innovative
application, SELECT, SIMPLIFY and REWRITE,
for the Cross-lingual Science Journalism task and
verified its performance for WIKIPEDIA and SPEK-
TRUM data for the English-German language pair.
We believe this application is adaptable for other
domains and languages; however, we have not ver-
ified this experimentally and limit our results to
the English-German language pair for the scientific
domain.
Legal Consent. We explored the SPEKTRUM

dataset with their legal consent for our experi-
ments. We adopted the public implementations
with mostly recommended settings, wherever ap-
plicable.
Human Evaluation. We published a job on the
Heidelberg University Job Portal with the task
description, requirements, implications, working
hours, wage per hour and location. We hired five an-
notators from Heidelberg University who are native
Germans, fluent in English and master’s or bach-
elor’s science students. The selected students for
the evaluation task submitted their consent while

agreeing to the job. We compensated them at C15
per hour, while the minimum student wage ranges
between C9.5− 12 in 2022 according to German
law9.
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A Scientific and News Structure

Figure A.1 presents the difference between a scien-
tific text discourse and a news text discourse.

Abstract

Background  
& Methods

Experiments  
& Results

Introduction 
Research task, gap/  
hypothesis, goals &

contributions

Discussion 
Niche of results,
interpretations,

significant findings,
conclusions 

Most newsworthy Information 
Who|What|When|Where|Why

Important Details
Other details,

background

Figure A.1: Visual demonstration of the hourglass-like struc-
ture of scientific texts (left) and inverted-pyramid-like struc-
ture of news texts (right).

B Select, Simplify and Rewrite (SSR)

B.1 Select
Asymmetric edge weighting over sentences. The
weight wI

ji for intra-section edges (incoming edges
for i) is defined as:

wI
ji =

{
λ1 ∗ sim(vIj , v

I
i ), if sb(v

I
i ) ≥ sb(v

I
j )

λ2 ∗ sim(vIj , v
I
i ), if sb(v

I
i ) < sb(v

I
j )

}

where λ1 < λ2 for an edge eji occurs with i is
weighted more if i is closer to the text boundary

than j.
Asymmetric edge weighting over sections. The sec-
tion boundary function enables injecting asymmet-
ric edge weighting wJI

i section edges:

wJI
i =

{
λ1 ∗ sim(vJ , vIi ), if db(v

I) ≥ db(v
J)

λ2 ∗ sim(vJ , vIi ), if db(v
I) < db(v

J)

}

where λ1 < λ2 for an edge eJIi occurs to iϵI is
weighted more if section I is closer to the text
boundary than section J .
Overall Importance. It is computed as the weighted
sum of local and global centrality scores.

c(vIi ) = µ · cinter(vIi ) + cintra(v
I
i ),

cintra(v
I
i ) =

∑

vI
j∈I

wI
ji

|I| ,

cinter(v
I
i ) =

∑

vj∈D

wJI
i

|D|

where I is the neighboring sentences set of vIi , D
is the neighboring sections set, and µ is an inter-
section centrality weighting factor.

B.2 Simplify

Simplicity. ∆Z(W1,W2) is computed as the aver-
age Zipf frequency of inserted words and deleted
words: ∆Z(W1,W2)=Z(W2−W1)−Z(W1−W2)

Fluency. If the LM(q) < LM(p) by λ or more,
LMscore(p, q) = 0. If LM(q) ≥ LM(p), then
LMscore(p, q) = 1, otherwise it is a linear interpo-
lation.

C Baselines: Training

C.1 EXT-TRANS

We create the SUM-TRANS pipeline (EXT-TRANS) for
extractive baselines with T5 for translation wher-
ever required. There is no training required for
extractive models and T5 for these models.

C.2 CLS

We train three models - S2S, PGN and TRF from
scratch without any pre-training (Fatima and
Strube, 2021). For S2S and PGN models, we use
word embeddings with 128 dimensions and hidden
layers with 256 dimensions. The vocabulary size
is kept to 100K and 50K at the encoder and decoder
sides. We use the Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 0.15 and a mini-batch of size 16. The mod-
els are trained for 30 epochs with early stopping
on the validation loss, and the validation loss is
calculated to determine the best-trained model.
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The TRF model consists of 6 layers stacked encoder
and 8 multi-attention heads at the decoder. We use
word embeddings with 512 dimensions and hidden
layers with 786 dimensions. The vocabulary size is
kept the same as for S2S and PGN, i.e., 100K at the
encoder and 50K at the decoder. We use the Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 and with a
residual dropout of 0.1.
For all these models, we use a fixed input length
of 400 (lead) tokens and an output length of 100
tokens, with a beam search of size 4 during the
inference as in Fatima and Strube (2021). We train
all these models on a single Tesla P40 GPU with
24GB RAM. For training and inference, the S2S and
TRF models take around 6 days, and the PGN model
takes 3 days.

C.3 FINE-TUNED

We fine-tune three pre-trained models - mT5-base,
mBART-large-50 and LED on the WIKIPEDIA dataset.
We train these models for a maximum of 30 epochs
with a batch size of 4. We use a learning rate (LR)
of 5e−5 and 100 warm-up steps to avoid over-fitting
of the fine-tuned models. We use the Adam opti-
mizer with a LR linearly decayed LR scheduler. The
encoder language is set to English, and the decoder
language is German. The input to the encoder is
the first (lead) 1024 tokens of each document. Dur-
ing decoding, we use the maximum length of 200
tokens with a beam size of 4. Each model of mT5-
base takes 4 days, and mBART-large-50 takes 6 days
for fine-tuning on a single Tesla P40 GPU with 24GB

memory.

D Guidelines for Human Evaluation

D.1 Task Description

We present annotators with 25 examples of docu-
ments paired with a reference summary and two
system-generated summaries. The models’ iden-
tities are hidden. The annotators were asked to
evaluate each model summary for the following
linguistic features after reading the original En-
glish text. The annotators were given a Likert scale
from 1− 5 (1=worst, 2=bad, 3=neutral/ok, 4=good,
5=best). They were asked to use the first 5 exam-
ples to resolve the annotator’s conflict, while the
rest examples were to be evaluated independently.

D.2 Linguistic Features

We asked annotators to evaluate each summary for
the following features.

Relevance. A summary delivers adequate informa-
tion about the original text. Relevance determines
the content relevancy of the summary.
Fluency. The words and phrases fit together within
a sentence, and so do the sentences. Fluency deter-
mines the structural and grammatical properties of
a summary.
Simplicity. Lexical (word) and syntactic (syntax)
simplicity of sentences. A simple summary should
have minimal use of complex words/phrases and
sentence structure.
Overall Ranking. Compared with reference sum-
maries, how is the overall coherence of each
model’s summary?
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E Examples from the SPEKTRUM dataset

We mark wrong words or sentences with red and unfaithful information with blue.

Target: ein mädchen aus südafrika lebt seit neun jahren mit einer hiv-infektion, ohne den erreger mit medikamenten
kontrollieren zu müssen. das berichteten fachleute um avy violari von der university of the witwatersrand in
johannesburg auf einer konferenz in paris. bei dem kind einer hiv-positiven mutter war die infektion nach der
geburt im jahr 2007 festgestellt und im rahmen einer klinischen studie direkt nach der diagnose 40 wochen lang
mit medikamenten behandelt worden. seither ist das mädchen ohne weitere behandlung gesund. das ist erst der
dritte derartige fall-ein kind in frankreich lebt seit elfjahren ohne behandlung mit der infektion, ein weiteres kind in
den usa kam länger als zweijahre ohne die medikamente aus, bevor der erreger zurückkehrte. manche menschen
kommen besser mit hiv-infektionen klar als andere-etwa ein halbes prozent aller infizierten gehört zu diesen elite
controllern, die zwar infiziert sind, aber auch ohne behandlung kaum viren im blut haben. [...]

Translation: a girl from south africa has been living with an hiv infection for nine years without having to control
the pathogen with medication. this is what experts around avy violari from the university of the witwatersrand in
johannesburg reported at a conference in paris. the child of an hiv-positive mother was diagnosed with the infection
after birth in 2007 and was treated with medication for 40 weeks immediately after the diagnosis as part of a clinical
study. Since then the girl has been healthy without further treatment. this is only the third such case-a child in france
has lived with the infection for 11 years without treatment, and another child in the us went more than two years
without the drugs before the pathogen returned. some people cope better with hiv infections than others-about half a
percent of all those infected belong to these elite controllers who are infected but hardly have any virus in their
blood even without treatment. [...]

mBART: das kind, das fiziert wird mit dem hi-virus bei der geburt, ist die geburtsache für das infizieren des virus
bei der geburt. die infektion des ungeborenen kindes mit dem hiv wird als latente hiv-infektion bezeichnet. die
ursache für die erkrankung ist noch ungeklärt.

Trans: the child who is <UNK> with the hi virus at birth is the <UNK> for infecting the virus at birth. the infection
of the unborn child with hiv is referred to as latent hiv infection. the cause of the disease is still unclear.

SSR: ein neunjähriges kind, das ohne behandlung mit einer antiretroviralen therapie die welt retten kann, ist eine
person, die eine hiv-infektion überlebt hat. das berichtet eine arbeitsgruppe um avy violari in der fachzeitschrift
proceedings of the national allergy and infectious diseases institute. das team hatte das kind im alter von neun
jahren ohne die behandlung mit einer antiretroviralen therapie im rahmen einer klinischen studie in den usa geimpft.
mit der antiretroviralen therapie wurde das kind auf eine hiv-infektion geschützt, ohne dass die infektion nach der
geburt aufhörte. die entwicklung einer antiretroviralen therapie hat eine groS2Se wahrscheinlichkeit, dass die
hiv-infektion nach der geburt wieder zurückkehrt.

Translation: a nine-year-old child who can save the world without treatment with antiretroviral therapy is a
person who survived hiv infection. this is reported by a working group led by avy violari in the specialist journal
proceedings of the national allergy and infectious diseases institute. the team had vaccinated the child at the
age of nine without treatment with antiretroviral therapy as part of a clinical trial in the us. with the antiretroviral
therapy, the child was protected against an hiv infection, without the infection stopping after birth. the development
of an antiretroviral therapy has a high probability that the hiv infection will return after the birth.

Source: a nine-year-old infected with hiv at birth has spent most of their life without needing any treatment, say
doctors in south africa. the child, whose identity is being protected, was given a burst of treatment shortly after birth.
they have since been off drugs for eight-and-a-half years without symptoms or signs of active virus. the family is
said to be “really delighted”. most people need treatment every day to prevent hiv destroying the immune system
and causing aids. understanding how the child is protected could lead to new drugs or a vaccine for stopping hiv.
the child caught the infection from their mother around the time of birth in 2007. they had very high levels of hiv in
the blood. early antiretroviral therapy was not standard practice at the time, but was given to the child from nine
weeks old as part of a clinical trial. levels of the virus became undetectable, treatment was stopped after 40 weeks
and unlike anybody else on the study-the virus has not returned. [...]

Table E.1: It is complete example of Table 1. In this example: mBART generates a very short summary with wrong words in it.
In SSR, we find a few wrong words, unfaithful information, and more topic-relevant information. In this example, “neunjähriges”
[nine-year-old] is faithful to the given text, but it is not a correct German expression, so we marked it as incorrect. And “die
welt retten kann” [who can save the world] is grammatically correct, but it was not present in the given text, so we marked it
unfaithful.
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Target: bakterien leben überall-auch auf 400jahre alten gemälden. welche das sind und was für konsequenzen das
für die kunstwerke haben könnte, berichtet eine arbeitsgruppe um elisabetta caselli von der università degli studi
di ferrara anhand des barockgemäldes incoronazione della vergine. wie das team in plos one berichtet, weist das
werk des malers carlo bononi, das seit etwa1620 unter der decke der basilika santa maria in vado in ferrara montiert
war, neben rissen auch spuren mikrobiellen abbaus durch die besiedelnden pilze und bakterien auf. insgesamt vier
schimmelpilzgruppen, darunter den auch in vielen kühlschränken beheimateten gieS2Skannenschimmel aspergillus,
fanden sich auf der oberfläche zusammen mit den bakteriengattungen bacillus und staphylococcus. [...]

Translation: bacteria live everywhere, even on paintings that are 400 years old. a working group led by elisabetta
caselli from the università degli studi di ferrara reports on the baroque painting incoronazione della vergine what
these are and what consequences they could have for the works of art. as the team in plos one reports, the work by
the painter carlo bononi, which had been mounted under the ceiling of the basilica santa maria in vado in ferrara
since around 1620, shows not only cracks but also traces of microbial degradation caused by colonizing fungi and
bacteria. a total of four mold groups, including the watering can mold aspergillus, which is also found in many
refrigerators, were found on the surface together with the bacterial genera bacillus and staphylococcus. [...]

mBART: biodeterioration bezeichnet den abbau von kunstwerken durch mikroorganismen. man unterscheidet
zwischen organischer und anorganischer deterioration. im gegensatz dazu werden biologische abbauprodukte
durch anorganische abbauprodukte, die durch abbau von fäkalien oder desinfektionen bewirkt werden.

Translation: biodeterioration refers to the degradation of works of art by microorganisms. a distinction is made
between organic and inorganic degradation. in contrast, biological degradation products are replaced by
inorganic degradation products caused by the degradation of faeces or disinfectants.
SSR: mikroorganismen wie bakterien, pilze oder parasiten begünstigen den kunstwerkbau, indem sie das
kunstwerk durch ihre lebensnotwendigen mikroorganismen schädigen. das berichtet eine arbeitsgruppe um den
italienischen maler carlo bononi. wie das team in der zeitschrift frontiers in microbiology berichtet, handelt es sich
um eine mischung aus mikroben, die sich auf der oberfläche des kunstwerks bilden, und mikroorganismen, deren
lebensbedingungen das kunstwerk beeinträchtigen. wie das team in frontiers in microbiology berichtet, sind die
mikroorganismen bestandteil der abdeckung und bildung des kunstwerks, die sich auf der oberfläche des kunstwerks
bilden. das team untersuchte die bakterien und pilze, die sich auf der oberfläche des kunstwerks bilden

Translation: microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi or parasites favor the artwork construction of art by
damaging the work of art with their vital microorganisms. this is reported by a working group led by the italian
painter carlo bononi. as the team reports in the journal frontiers in microbiology, it is a mixture of microbes that
form on the surface of the artwork and microorganisms whose living conditions affect the artwork. as the team
reports in frontiers in microbiology, the microorganisms that form on the surface of the artwork are part of the
artwork’s covering and formation. the team studied the bacteria and fungi that form on the surface of the artwork

Source: it is important to characterize the microorganisms involved in biodeterioration processes to understand their
effects on cultural assets and to define an efficient strategy for protecting artworks, monuments, and buildings from
microbiological recolonization. in this study, we analyzed the microbial communities dwelling on the verso (front)
and recto (back) sides of a 17 th century easel painting attributed to carlo bononi, an italian artist of the first baroque
period. cultivable bacteria and fungi colonizing the painting were isolated and identified in order to characterize the
microbial community possibly involved in deteriorating the pictorial layer of the painting. the isolated bacterial
strains belonged to the staphylococcus and bacillus genera. furthermore, culture-dependent techniques and sem/eds
analyses revealed the presence of filamentous fungi of the genera aspergillus, penicillium, cladosporium, and
alternaria. the chemical compositions of pigments were consistent with typical 17 th century paintings, and some
of the identified pigments, namely red lac and red and yellow earths, could be exploited as nutrient sources by
painting-associated microorganisms. [...]

Table E.2: In this example: mBART has wrong topic attention, generating more frequent wrong words than SSR, and some
unfaithful information. In SSR, we find fewer wrong words, unfaithful information, and more topic-relevant information.
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Target: alle wassermoleküle bestehen aus einem sauerstoff-und zwei wasserstoffatomen-und doch gibt es zwei
arten von ihnen. die kernspins der beiden wasserstoffatome können in die gleiche richtung zeigen, oder aber in
entgegengesetzte. der unterschied zwischen ortho-wasser und para-wasser ist klein, aber durchaus bedeutsam,
zeigte jetzt eine arbeitsgruppe um stefan willitsch von der universität basel. wie das team in nature communications
berichtet, reagieren die beiden verschiedenen formen von wasser bei reaktionen unterschiedlich schnell. schlüssel
des experiments war eine neue technik, die beide verschiedene formen voneinander trennt-dabei durchläuft ein über-
schallschneller molekularstrahl aus wasser ein elektrisches feld, das ortho-wasser und para-wasser unterschiedlich
stark ablenkt. [...]

Translation: all water molecules consist of one oxygen and two hydrogen atoms-yet there are two types of them.
the nuclear spins of the two hydrogen atoms can point in the same direction or in opposite directions. the difference
between ortho water and para water is small but significant, as a working group led by stefan willitsch from the
university of basel has shown. as the team reports in nature communications, the two different forms of water react
at different speeds. the key to the experiment was a new technique that separates the two different forms from each
othera supersonic molecular jet of water runs through an electric field that deflects ortho-water and para-water to
different degrees. [...]

mBART: para-wasser (auch para-wasser oder ortho-wasser) ist ein molekül aus der gruppe der wasserstoff-
isomere. es besteht para-wasser in zwei formen, para-sonde und ortho-wasser. para-wasser ist strukturell mit
wasser gleich brüchig und hat die form eines sphärischen moleküls. wasser ist ein molekül aus der gruppe der
ortho-isomere. mit hilfe der quantenmechanischen methode kann der grundzustand des moleküls abgeschätzt
werden.

Translation: para-water (also para-water or ortho-water) is a molecule from the group of hydrogen isomers.
There are para water in two forms, para probe and ortho water. Para-water is structurally as brittle as water and
has the shape of a spherical molecule. water is a molecule from the group of ortho isomers. the ground state of
the molecule can be estimated using the quantum mechanical method.
SSR: wasser ist nicht nur ein chemisches element, sondern auch ein physikalisches element. es besitzt zwei
unterschiedliche isomere (para-wasser und ortho-wasser), die sich in zwei verschiedenen formen unterscheiden
: para-wasser und ortho-wasser. die beiden wasserstoffatome unterscheiden sich allerdings in den eigenschaften
des wasserstoffs, weil die beiden formen von wasserstoffatomen dasselbe atom-oder molekülzentrum besitzen.
das berichtet eine arbeitsgruppe um paul virilio von der universität genf. die forscher haben nun herausgefunden,
dass wassermoleküle in zwei unterschiedlichen, unterschiedlichen zuständen unterschieden werden können :
para-wasser und ortho-wasser. die beiden wasserstoffatome unterscheiden sich dabei nicht, weil sie nur einen
wasserstoffatomen-oder molekül.

Translation: water is not only a chemical element but also a physical element. it has two different isomers
(para-water and ortho-water) which differ in two different forms : para-water and ortho-water. However, the
two hydrogen atoms differ in the properties of hydrogen because both forms of hydrogen atoms have the same
atomic or molecular center. this is reported by a working group led by paul virilio from the university of geneva.
The researchers have now discovered that water molecules can be distinguished in two distinct, distinct states:
para-water and ortho-water. the two hydrogen atoms do not differ because they are only one hydrogen atom or
molecule.

Source: water is one of the most fundamental molecules in chemistry, biology and astrophysics. it exists as
two distinct nuclear-spin isomers, para-and ortho-water, which do not interconvert in isolated molecules. the
experimental challenges in preparing pure samples of the two isomers have thus far precluded a characterization of
their individual chemical behavior. capitalizing on recent advances in the electrostatic deflection of polar molecules,
we separate the ground states of para-and ortho-water in a molecular beam to show that the two isomers exhibit
different reactivities in a prototypical reaction with trapped diazenylium ions. based on ab initio calculations and a
modelling of the reaction kinetics using rotationally adiabatic capture theory, we rationalize this finding in terms of
different rotational averaging of ion-dipole interactions during the reaction. water, h2o, is one of the key molecules
in nature, it acts as the fundamental solvent in biological systems and is one of the major molecular constituents of
the universe. [...]

Table E.3: In this example, we find both mBART and SSR produce wrong phrases/repetitions of similar words. Also, there is
some unfaithful information present in both outputs.
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